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Key Points:9
• Reactive mixing in fluid-fluid displacement is estimated from experimental data of10
conservative pore-scale transport.11
• Hydrodynamic dispersion overestimates total mass of product at preasymptotic times.12
• A dispersive lamella approach upscales and predicts the reactive mixing behavior in13
terms of effective dispersion coefficients.14
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We investigate the impact of pore-scale heterogeneity on reactive mixing using experimental16
data from inert fluid-fluid displacement in a quasi two-dimensional porous medium. We in-17
terpret the invading and defending fluids as the conservative components A + C and B + C18
of the instantaneous irreversible bimolecular chemical reaction A + B → C, and determine19
the reaction product C. We find strong growth of the reaction rate at short and intermedi-20
ate times due to deformation of the mixing interface, and heterogeneity-induced increase21
of the mixing area. This behavior is captured by a dispersive lamella approach that quanti-22
fies the mixing dynamics at the interface in terms of temporally evolving effective disper-23
sion coefficients. The latter capture the dominant controls on the evolution of the mixing24
interface, namely advective heterogeneity and transverse mixing. Reactive transport for-25
mulations based on constant hydrodynamic dispersion coefficients are not able to describe26
the observed behavior due to the lack of complete mixing on the support scale, which is27
required for these approaches to hold. These results shed some new light on the origins of28
heterogeneity-induced mixing and reaction dynamics in porous media and their systematic29
upscaling.30
1 Introduction31
In porous media flows, pore structure and flow heterogeneity lead to the distortion of32
the mixing interface between initially segregated dissolved chemical species that affects the33
global reactivity of the system. The resulting kinetics can be very different from the ones de-34
rived from Darcy scale Fickian theories [Dentz et al., 2011; Steefel et al., 2005] or from well-35
mixed reactors in the laboratory [de Anna et al., 2014a; Willingham et al., 2008; Gramling36
et al., 2002; Raje and Kapoor, 2000].37
Mixing is the process by which substances originally segregated into different volumes38
of space tend to occupy the same volume. Mixing brings reactants together enabling them to39
react. Reactions are controlled by mixing if the time scale of mixing is larger than the time40
scale of the chemical or microbial reaction [Simoni et al., 2005; Li et al., 2006; Valocchi41
et al., 2019]. Mixing-controlled reactions can be affected by medium heterogeneity, which42
enhances the system reactivity compared to reactions driven by diffusion only [Kapoor et al.,43
1998; Jiménez-Martínez et al., 2015; Perez et al., 2019]. However, heterogeneity-induced re-44
actions are typically overestimated at preasymptotic times by Fickian models based on hydro-45
dynamic dispersion [de Anna et al., 2014a; Gramling et al., 2002; Raje and Kapoor, 2000].46
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This implies that reactants are not perfectly mixed because the concentration of the chemi-47
cal species displays significant variations within a representative elementary volume (REV).48
Such incomplete mixing among reactants have been observed in nearly homogeneous media49
[Gramling et al., 2002] and heterogeneous porous media [Oates and Harvey, 2006]. While50
an equilibrium long-time behavior of the hydrodynamic dispersion suggests that in homoge-51
neous hydrogeological settings the impact of incomplete pore-scale mixing on the reaction52
rates eventually vanishes [Jose and Cirpka, 2004], the total product mass formed depends on53
the mixing history.54
Classical reactive transport models based on the advection-dispersion-reaction equa-55
tion (ADRE) assume reactants are completely mixed at the REV scale [Dentz et al., 2011].56










where φ is porosity, ci is the concentration of reactant i, q is Darcy velocity, D is the disper-60
sion tensor, and ri represents the space- and time-dependent rate at which species i is pro-61
duced (or removed) by the reaction. The assumption of complete mixing at the REV scale62
[Gramling et al., 2002; Raje and Kapoor, 2000] and the use of reaction rates ri determined63
under well-mixed conditions can lead to an overestimation of reaction rates that are observed64
under natural conditions [Dentz et al., 2011; Tartakovsky et al., 2009; Battiato et al., 2009].65
Numerical [Battiato and Tartakovsky, 2011; Tartakovsky et al., 2009], laboratory [de Anna66
et al., 2014a; Willingham et al., 2008; Gramling et al., 2002; Raje and Kapoor, 2000], and67
field studies [Hess et al., 2002; Davis et al., 2000] have shown that the complete mixing as-68
sumptions inherent to ADRE models can break down and the results incur in an overpredic-69
tion of the actual reaction rate. Note that these considerations apply to the use of the ADRE70
based on constant average flow velocity and hydrodynamic dispersion. We assume that the71
pore-scale advection-diffusion reaction equation based on microscale flow and mass transfer72
processes fully captures the detailed mixing and reaction behavior.73
Alternative approaches to model the effects of incomplete mixing on the representative74
elementary volume (REV) scale, have used mixing models based on assumed Beta distribu-75
tions for the REV scale concentration probability density function, time-dependent reaction76
rate coefficients in order to model mixing induced apparent reaction kinetics [Sanchez-Vila77
et al., 2010; Ginn, 2018], as well as reactive random walk and continous time random walk78
models that simulate apparent reaction kinetics through reaction rules between solute par-79
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ticles [Edery et al., 2010; Ding et al., 2013], see also the recent review by Valocchi et al.80
[2019].81
Recent lamella based reactive mixing models [Bandopadhyay et al., 2017; Le Borgne82
et al., 2014; de Anna et al., 2014a] take a different approach and explore the link between83
effective reaction rate and flow heterogeneity through the kinematics of mixing. Their pri-84
mary interest lies on the characterization of mixing-limited reactions based on the defor-85
mation of the material fluid elements, called lamellae [Ranz, 1979]. The lamellar represen-86
tation provides a powerful approach to quantify the impact of fluid deformation on mixing87
[de Anna et al., 2014a]. This methodology assumes that the effective upscaled reaction rate88
in chemical systems is controlled by the interface length and width [Le Borgne et al., 2014;89
de Anna et al., 2014a]. While the stretched lamella approach provides an approximation for90
the mixing and reaction dynamics at early times, it does not capture the merging and overlap91
of lamellae due to transverse diffusion at late times [de Anna et al., 2014a,b]. An alternative92
approach, termed dispersive lamella, has used the concept of effective dispersion to account93
for the action of flow deformation and transverse diffusion on the width of the mixing inter-94
face in Poiseuille flow [Perez et al., 2019]. Similar approaches have been employed for the95
upscaling of reactive mixing in Darcy scale heterogeneous porous media [Cirpka and Kitani-96
dis, 2000; Cirpka, 2002; Jose and Cirpka, 2004].97
In this paper, we investigate the impact of pore-scale heterogeneity on reactive mixing98
based on experimental data from conservative fluid-fluid displacement [Jiménez-Martínez99
et al., 2015]. We focus on the fast bimolecular reaction A + B → C for non-sorbing com-100
pounds with equal diffusion coefficients. This implies that diffusion is the only microscopic101
mixing mechanism. Furthermore, we consider fluid-fluid displacement, which macroscop-102
ically is a longitudinal mixing scenario. This reaction can be quantified in terms of conser-103
vative components. The latter are identified with the invading and defending fluids. This el-104
ementary reaction can be seen as a building block of more complex reactions. In fact, many105
chemical systems can be broken down to elementary reactions of the kind A + B → C [Rolle106
et al., 2009, 2013; Matlock et al., 2001; Fitts, 2002; Gutierrez-Neri et al., 2009]. We study107
the impact of pore-scale flow and mass transfer mechanisms on reactive mixing in terms of108
the evolution of the product mass, and its upscaling in terms of the longitudinal effective109
dispersion coefficient. This approach aims at quantifying non-standard large scale reaction110
behaviors in terms of a sound characterization of the pore-scale mixing dynamics, instead of111
modeling the apparent large scale kinetics in terms of effective rate laws.112
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The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the experimental and data analy-113
sis methodology, the upscaled dispersive lamella approach, as well as the effective dispersion114
concept. Section 3 discusses the evolution of the mixing interface, the evolution of the reac-115
tion efficiency and its upscaling based on effective dispersion.116
2 Methodology117
We evaluate reactive mixing as quantified by the instantaneous irreversible reaction118
A + B → C, (2)119
120
which occurs at the interface between the two non-sorbing species during the displacement121
of B by A. All chemical species are assumed to have the same diffusion coefficient. The im-122
pact of pore-scale heterogeneity is quantified from conservative experimental data of solute123
transport in a quasi two-dimensional porous medium [Jiménez-Martínez et al., 2015]. We do124
not consider a reactive transport experiment but derive the mixing and reaction behavior us-125
ing an exact algebraic map from the conservative components which enable us to determine126
concentrations of the reactant and product species. This approach allows us to systematically127
study the heterogeneity-induced mixing and reaction behavior for an idealized reactive trans-128
port scenario.129
In the following, we first summarize the experimental setup presented in Jiménez-130
Martínez et al. [2015], whose data we use to evaluate reactive mixing. Then we recall the ap-131
proach to obtain the reactants and product concentrations from conservative components. Fi-132
nally, we describe the dispersive lamella approach to upscale reactive mixing, and the quan-133
tification of the effective dispersion of the mixing interface.134
2.1 Experimental data135
The flow cell used in the experiments of Jiménez-Martínez et al. [2015] represents a136
quasi two-dimensional medium composed of a monolayer of randomly distributed cylindrical137
grains. The geometry is characterized by two length scales, the average pore throat diame-138
ter, a = 1.07mm, and the average pore length λ = 1.75mm. The porosity and absolute139
permeability are φ = 0.5 and κ = 7.5 × 103 mm2. The medium is L = 131 mm long and140
w = 82 mm wide, with a thickness of 0.5 mm. We consider a window between y = 5 mm141
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Parameter Value
Flow rate (mm3 s−1) 0.55
Mean velocity (m s−1) 1.7 × 10−5
Diffusion coefficient (m2 s−1) 1.049 × 10−10
Péclet number 106
Table 1. Flow and transport parameters from the experimental setup of Jiménez-Martínez et al. [2015].
and y = 77 mm in order to avoid boundary effects. Thus, the effective width is w = 72 mm.142
The inlet consists of a two-layer triangular shape designed to prevent prior mixing of fluids143
before entering the medium. The experimental medium does not represent a specific geolog-144
ical structure, but facilitates the observation of some fundamental pore-scale mass transfer145
and mixing behaviors.146
The fluid used is a 60-40 per cent by weight water-glycerol solution containing fluores-147
cein, with dynamic viscosity η = 3.72 × 10−2kg m−1 s−1 and density ρ = 1.099 × 103kg ·m3.148
Under the conditions of the experiment fluorescein is non-sorbing. The solution containing149
fluorescein is injected continuously into the fluid saturated medium. The injection is char-150
acterized by an imposed flow rate Q between the inlet and outlet boundaries of the cell us-151
ing a syringe pump. The mean pore velocity is v = 1.7 × 10−5 m/s. The measurement of152
concentrations is performed by light technique [de Anna et al., 2014a]. The model is illu-153
minated from below with a panel light source with a spatially homogeneous intensity. An154
optical filter excites the fluorescent tracer and a camera placed on top of the model captures155
light intensity with a resolution of 3545 × 2279 pixels per image. Later, the light intensity is156
translated to concentrations by normalizing the intensity within the pixels with the maximum157
intensity. The measured intensity depends linearly on the concentration over the concentra-158
tion range, which makes the measurements of small concentrations much more accurate. We159
use Savitzky-Golay smoothing filters [Savitzky and Golay, 1964] to reduce noise in the con-160
centration values. The Savitzky-Golay filter is preferred over standard filtering techniques161
because it is a simple algorithm that gives optimal results for removing noise inherent to ex-162
perimental transport data [Fendorf et al., 1999].163
From the average pore velocity v and the average pore length λ, we can estimate the164
longitudinal hydrodynamic dispersion coefficient as D∗ ∼ vλ ∼ 10−8 m2/s. In fact, in-165
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specting the evolution of the width of the mixing interface with time in Section 3.1 gives the166
value D∗ = 1.2 × 10−8 m2/s. The characteristic advection time over the pore length is de-167
fined by τv = λ/v = 103 s. The corresponding characteristic diffusion time is defined by168
τD = λ
2/2D = 5 · 103 s with D being the molecular diffusion coefficient. These times define169
the Péclet number as Pe = τD/τv = 106. The characteristic advection time from inlet to170
outlet is τL = L/v = 7.71 × 103 s. Time is made dimensionless by considering pore volumes171
t ′ = t/τL . At t ′ = 1 the initial fluid in the medium has been replaced once. For simplic-172
ity of notation, we omit the primes in the following. The flow and transport parameters are173
summarized in Table 1.174
2.2 Conservative components and reactive mixing175
We use the methodology presented in Gramling et al. [2002], which is a general method176
to quantify fluid mixing in fast reactions in porous media. The pore scale reactive transport177
problem is described by the advection-diffusion reaction equation178
∂ci (x, t)
∂t
+ v(x) · ∇c(x, t) − D∇2c(x, t) = ri (x, t), (3)179
180
where v(x) is the velocity field in the pore space and D the molecular diffusion coefficient.181
The reactant and product concentrations are denoted by ci (x, t) with i = A, B,C. The cor-182
responding reaction rates are rA(x, t) = rB (x, t) = −r (x, t) = −rC (x, t). The reactants are183
initially segregated along an interface perpendicular to the mean flow direction at equal con-184
centration c0. We consider natural boundary conditions at the vertical boundaries at infinity,185
which is a good approximation if the mixing interface is far away from the boundaries. At186
the grain boundaries and the horizontal domain boundaries zero flux conditions are specified.187
We consider the idealized scenario that species A and B are initially separated by a sharp in-188
terface and both species have the same initial concentration c0. All concentrations here are189
normalized by c0, which is equivalent to setting c0 = 1. We define the conservative compo-190




+ v(x) · ∇ci (x, t) − D∇2ci (x, t) = 0 (4)193
194
with i = AC, BC. The initial conditions imply that at each position in space195
cBC (x, t) = 1 − cAC (x, t). (5)196
197
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Note that this approach is valid if, as assumed here, all reactants have the same diffusion co-198
efficient, and there is neither sorption nor mass transfer between mobile and immobile por-199
tions of the pore space.200
Furthermore, we assume that the reaction between A and B is instantaneous and ir-201
reversible. This means, this analysis is only valid for systems, for which the mixing time is202
much larger than the characteristic reaction time. Under this conditions, species A and B203
cannot coexist at the same position x. Thus, at a given position x, the product concentration204
cC (x, t) equals the concentration of the minority component205
cC (x, t) = min [cAC (x, t), cBC (x, t)] . (6)206
207
This result predicts that cC (x, t) is centered at the mixing interface of reactants A and B with208
a peak concentration of 1/2 as the reactants and product move through the porous medium.209
The total mass of product mC (t) per unit thickness in the domain is obtained by integrating210
the concentration cC (x, t) over the domain211
mC (t) =
∫
dxcC (x, t). (7)212
213
Relations (5) and (6) are the centerpiece for mapping measured conservative concen-214
tration data onto the theoretical reactant and product concentrations. The experimental setup215
detailed below provides conservative transport data that is identified with the conservative216
component cAC (x, t). We obtain the corresponding product concentration at each point in the217
pore space from (6) and the reactant concentrations from218
cA(x, t) = cAC (x, t) −min [cAC (x, t), 1 − cAC (x, t)] (8)219
cB (x, t) = 1 − cAC (x, t) −min [cAC (x, t), 1 − cAC (x, t)] . (9)220
221
Thus, we can evaluate the impact of pore-scale flow heterogeneity on reactive mixing by222
pointwise mapping of the experimental conservative transport data on the equivalent reac-223
tive transport problem.224
The Fickian reference solution for the total product mass under constant flow and dis-225
persion is [e.g., Gramling et al., 2002]226






where w is the domain width and D a dispersion coefficient. Pore-scale reactive mixing in229
terms of the evolution of the product mass in the following is compared to this reference so-230
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lution parameterized by the longitudinal hydrodynamic dispersion coefficient D∗ discussed231
below.232
2.3 Dispersive lamella233
We employ here the lamellar mixing approach developed by Perez et al. [2019] for re-234
active mixing in Poiseuille flow. This approach decomposes the interface into a set of partial235
plumes that originate from pointlike injections, which define the Green function of the pore-236
scale advection-diffusion problem. The dispersive lamella approach approximates the Green237
function based on the concept of effective dispersion as outlined in the following. Note that238
the stretched lamella approach [Le Borgne et al., 2015] approximates the transport Green239
function using a first-order expansion of the local flow field around the position of a purely240
advectively transported particle. The superposition of these lamellae constitutes the mixing241
interface.242
The Green function of the pore-scale advection-diffusion problem satisfies243
∂g(x, t |y′)
∂t
+ u(x) · ∇g(x, t |y′) − D∇2g(x, t |y′) = 0, (11)244
245
where u(x) is the pore-scale velocity field. The initial condition is g(x, t = 0|y′) = δ(x)δ(y −246
y′), in which y′ is the transverse coordinate to the point source at time 0. The solution for the247
conservative component cAC (x, t) can be written in terms of the Green function as248
cAC (x, t) = c0
∫
Ωv
dx′g(x − x ′, y, t |y′). (12)249
250
For general spatially variable flow fields, there is no closed-form analytical solution for g(x, t).251
The lamella dispersion approach approximates this Green function based on the following252
reasoning. The width of the Green function grows due to diffusion and the local deformation253
action of the underlying flow field. Diffusive growth of the Green function transverse to the254
mean flow direction enables the solute to sample the medium heterogeneity, which in turn255
enhances its longitudinal growth and relaxes its center of mass velocity toward the mean flow256
velocity. These mechanisms are represented by the local effective dispersion tensor Dei j (t |y
′)257
and local effective velocity vei (t |y
′), which are defined by258













The second central moments κi j (t |y′) = m(2)i j (t |y
′) − m(1)i (t)m
(1)
j (t |y
′) and center of mass261
velocity vei (t |y
′) are defined in terms of the first and second raw moments of the Green func-262
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tion,263
m(2)i j (t |y
′) =
∫
dxxi x jg(x, t |y′), m(1)i (t) =
∫
dxxig(x, t |y′). (14)264
265
Using these definitions, we now approximate the evolution equation (11) by the following266
equation for the effective Green function ge (x, t |y′), which defines the dispersive lamella,267
∂ge (x, t |y′)
∂t
+ ve (t |y′) · ∇ge (x, t |y′) − De (t |y′)∇2ge (x, t |y′) = 0. (15)268
269
Note that this approximation represents the Green function by a Gaussian characterized by270
the first and second moments (14). The effective width of the mixing interface and its growth271
rate are quantified by the mean second central moment and the effective dispersion coeffi-272
cient273





dy′κ2i j (t |y





dy′Dei j (t |y
′). (16)274
275
We further approximate κi j (t |y′) ≈ κei j (t) and set the off-diagonal elements to zero, κ
e
i j (t) =276
0 for i , j. Thus, Eq. (15) simplifies to277
∂ge (x, t |y′)
∂t
+ ve (t |y′) · ∇ge (x, t |y′) − De (t)∇2ge (x, t |y′) = 0. (17)278
279
The solution of (17) factorizes into280
ge (x, t |y′) = φge
‖





(x, t |y′) and and ge⊥(y, t |y′) are the Green functions in the direction of the mean283
flow and perpendicular to it, respectively. Note that the effective Green function does not284
distinguish between void and solid, which is the reason why it is proportional to porosity.285
For a medium of infinite extension, both ge
‖
(x, t |y′) and ge⊥(y, t |y′) are given by Gaussians286
characterized by ve1 (t |y
′) and De11(t), and v
e
2 (t |y
′) and De22(t), respectively. Inserting, the287
decomposition (18) into (12), we obtain288
cAC (x, t) = φc0
w∫
0














We further simplify (19) by setting ge⊥(y, t |y′) = δ(y − y′), which assumes that the trans-294
verse extension of the Green function is small compared to the longitudinal. Note that the295
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evolution of longitudinal dispersion is in fact governed by transverse diffusive mixing. In296
this sense, for the displacement scenario under consideration here, transverse mixing is ac-297
counted for the longitudinal profile GAC (x, t |y), which is characterized by effective longitu-298
dinal dispersion, see also Cirpka and Kitanidis [2000]. Thus, cAC (x, t) is given by the com-299
pact expression300
cAC (x, t) = φc0GAC (x, t |y), (21)301
302
where GAC (x, t |y′) denotes the profile of the conservative component across the segment of303
the interface located at y′. The component profile is according to (21) obtained by summa-304
tion over all segments or lamellae. The product concentration cC (x, t) is obtained from (6)305
and (21) as306










Note that this framework can in principle be used to predict the spatial distribution of the309
reactant and product species, which, however, is beyond the scope of the present work. The310
total mass produced per unit thickness is obtained by integration of (22) over space, which311
gives312






Equation (23) accounts for the impact of the interface deformation and coalescence on the315
overall reaction rate because φwκ11(t)1/2 gives the effective area of the mixing zone. A key316
implication of this expression is that the mass produced by mixing in fluid-fluid displacement317
is proportional to the interface width
√
κe11 in the mean flow direction. Note that the stretched318
lamella approach [Le Borgne et al., 2015] accounts for interface deformation through a lin-319
ear approximation of the local flow velocity around the position of an advectively moving320
material element. As it describes independent, non-interacting segments, it does not account321
for transverse mixing, or coalescence of lamellae. While interface deformation leads to an322
increase and rapid growth of the interface length, transverse mixing leads to an increase of323
the width of the actual mixing interface. Both mechanisms, deformation and diffusive coa-324
lescence are here quantified in terms of effective dispersion. Similar approaches were used325
on the Darcy scale to distinguish actual solute mixing from spreading [Kitanidis, 1988, 1994;326
Cirpka and Kitanidis, 2000] and to quantify reactive mixing [Cirpka, 2002]. On the Darcy327
scale, effective dispersion coefficients have been determined in the framework of stochas-328
tic modeling using perturbation theory as well as numerical simulations [Dentz et al., 2000;329
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Beaudoin et al., 2010]. On the pore scale, we are not aware of any similar works along these330
lines. In the following section, we present how the effective width of the mixing interface is331
obtained from the experimental data. Note that the conceptual framework presented above is332
not limited to two-dimensional porous media, but can be applied straightforwardly to three-333
dimensional media, for which the same definitions of the effective dispersion coefficients and334
approximations for the Green functions apply.335
We want to point out here that the proposed approach focuses exclusively on dispersive336
mixing due to variability in the pore-scale velocity and transverse diffusion. We do not con-337
sider effects due to inter-phase mass-transfer processes such as sorption or trapping in low338
velocity zones, which were discussed in detail by Jose and Cirpka [2004].339
2.4 Effective dispersion of the mixing interface340
In order to determine the width of the mixing interface from the data, we define the341
auxiliary function342
Θ(x, t) = cAC (x, t) [1 − cAC (x, t)] . (24)343
344
The Θ(x, t) tends to zero away from the mixing zone. This quantity is related to the segrega-345
tion intensity of Danckwerts [1952]. It delineates the mixing region around the interface of346
the advancing conservative component as shown in Figure 1. We use this approach because347
it can be readily determined from the experimentally available concentration map.348
In order to determine the interface width, we define the ith raw horizontal moments349
mi (y, t) of Θ(x, t) as350





















dyσ2e (y, t). (27)359
360
In the dispersive lamella approach presented in the previous section, the concentration pro-361








We define the asymptotic effective dispersion coefficient D∗ through the linear relation366
κe11(t) = κ0 + 2D
∗t. (29)367
368
Both κ0 and D∗ are obtained by fitting the data for κe11(t) at times t > τD . Furthermore, we369






where tm is the maximum observation time.373
In order to determine σ2e (t) from the experimental data, we discretize the medium into374
horizontal layers of width ∆y, for which we choose the pixel size of the image. Thus, the375








where Ny = w/∆y and yk = k∆y.379
3 Results380
In this section, we study the dynamics of predicted reactive mixing in terms of the lo-381
cal concentration fields of reactant A and product C and the evolution of the product mass382
and its quantification and upscaling in terms of the dispersive lamella approach presented383
above. First we consider the evolution of the effective dispersion of the mixing interface,384
which is the central quantity of the dispersive lamella approach.385
3.1 Evolution of the width of the mixing interface386
Figure 1 shows the spatial distribution of the conservative component, here interpreted387
as cAC (x, t), and the interface function Θ(x, t), which delineates the mixing interface. The388
interface is distorted due to advective heterogeneity with a width that is due to the interaction389
of heterogeneous advection and transverse diffusive mixing. These mechanisms are captured390
by the effective variance of longitudinal displacement κe11(t) defined in the previous section.391
Figure 2 shows the temporal evolution of κe11(t). For times t < τv ≈ 10
−2τL , this392




















Figure 1. Map of (top) the conservative component cAC (x, t) and (bottom) the auxiliary function Θ(x, t) at
t = 0.36 pore volume. Note that concentration are non-dimensionalized by c0.
These times, however, are below the time resolution of the experiment, which is at 5×10−2τL394
s. For times t > τv we observe a rapid non-linear growth due to the interaction of interface395
deformation and diffusion: Lateral diffusion distributes the solute to adjacent streamlines.396
The velocity contrast experienced within the lamella leads then to a rapid ballistic increase397
of κe11(t). For times t > τD ≈ 0.7τL , the solute has diffusively sampled velocity contrasts398
within a distance larger than a characteristic pore length. The velocity contrasts within the399
lamella are averaged out due to diffusive mixing. This explains the transition from a super-400
linear to the linear, diffusive growth from t > τD . In the linear regimes, we estimate the401
value of the asymptotic effective dispersion coefficient defined in (29) to D∗ = 1.2 × 10−8402
m2/s. The apparent hydrodynamic dispersion coefficient is Da = 1.7 × 10−8 m2/s. As can be403
seen in Figure 2, the linear fit to the late-time data for κe11 to obtain D
∗ according to Eq. (29)404
leads to a large intercept κ0. This implies that predicting longitudinal mixing with a constant405
dispersion coefficient D∗ using a standard one-dimensional advection-dispersion equation406
must lead to an underestimation of mixing. The temporal evolution of κe11(t) and the asymp-407
totic hydrodynamic dispersion coefficient D∗ are used in the following to predict the reactive408
mixing behavior estimated from the experimental data. At late times, D∗ and Da should con-409
verge to the same value.410
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Figure 2. Evolution of κe11(t). The red symbols denote the data obtained from the experimental concentra-
tion distribution using (24), the dashed black line denotes the linear fit (29) for t > τD , The dash-dotted line
represents the linear fit (30).
3.2 Dynamics of reactive mixing411
Here we present the results for reactive mixing predicted from conservative pore scale412
data using the methodology detailed in Section 2.2. Figure 3 shows the distribution of the413
conservative component cAC (x, t) at the two different (dimensionless) times of t = 0.12414
and 0.77 pore volumes. The finger structure of cAC (x, t) at early times develops due to pen-415
etration of the channels between grains, which leads to a significant increase of the length of416
the mixing interface [Jiménez-Martínez et al., 2015; de Anna et al., 2014b]. The interface is417
stretched by the heterogenous flow field and a lamellar structure emerges.418
As a consequence of this lamellar structure, the distribution cC (x, t) of product C is419
heterogeneous and characterized by notable backward and forward tails. At later times, the420
interface homogenizes due to diffusive mixing, and we find less spatial variability in the dis-421
tributions of cAC (x, t) and cC (x, t), shown in Figure 3. Advective spreading leads to a fast,422
ballistic initial growth of the interface length due to the velocity contrast along the interface.423
Transverse diffusion converts this purely advective effect into longitudinal mixing, which is424
captured by the effective interface width discussed in the previous section. Eventually, as the425
segments that form the interface mix vertically, the velocity contrast along the interface is426








































Figure 3. Concentration maps of the conservative component cAC (x, t) (left) and the product concentration
cC (x, t) (right) at times (top to bottom) t = 0.12 and 0.77 pore volume.
the growth of the mixing region can be characterized by dispersive growth in terms of the428
constant hydrodynamic dispersion coefficient D∗. This has also been observed in other reac-429
tive transport experiments and simulations [Jose and Cirpka, 2004; de Anna et al., 2014a,b;430
Perez et al., 2019].431
These mechanisms are reflected in the evolution of the total product mass shown in432
Figure 4. The strong non-linear increase of the width of the mixing interface during early433
and intermediate times observed in Figure 2 produces fast growth in the production of C.434
This early-time growth is well captured by the dispersive lamella approach as shown in the435
inset of Figure 4. At increasing times, diffusive mixing reduces velocity contrast along the436
interface, and the growth rate of the mixing interface and thus the production rate slows437
down. These dynamics are well captured by the dispersive lamella approach. The dashed438
line in Figure 4 shows the mass production predicted by Eq. (10) for Fickian transport in an439
equivalent homogeneous medium characterized by porosity φ and the constant effective dis-440
persion coefficient D∗. The characteristic t1/2 scaling overestimates reactive mixing at short441
times because it overestimates the homogeneity of the interface. At intermediate and large442
times, it underestimates reactive mixing because it does not capture the non-linear increase443
of the mixing interface due to advective heterogeneity, this means, the transport and defor-444
mation history of the the mixing interface. The prediction based on the apparent hydrody-445
namic dispersion coefficient overestimates the mass because it simulates a homogeneity of446
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Figure 4. Evolution of mC (t) from the experimental visualization (green symbols), and predictions from
the dispersive lamella (23) parameterized by κe11(t) (red line). The dashed line corresponds to the analytical
prediction (10) based on D∗, the dash-dotted line the prediction based on Da . The inset graph in log-log axes
is consistent with the legend and axis labels.
the interface that does not exist until asymptotic times when the support scale is well mixed.447
However, its definition (30) enforces that it coincides with the prediction of the lamellar ap-448
proach at the time tm. The dispersive lamella provides a systematic physics-based approach449
to quantify the impact of pore-scale mixing on Darcy scale reactive transport. It does not in-450
voke additional reaction parameters, but captures the dominant controls of the evolution of451
the mixing interface, namely flow deformation and transverse mixing, in terms of an effective452
dispersion coefficient.453
4 Conclusions454
We study the impact of pore structure and flow heterogeneity on reactive mixing using455
data from an inert fluid-fluid displacement experiment in a quasi two-dimensional porous456
medium. The conservative concentration data is mapped onto the species concentrations for457
the fast irreversible reaction A + B → C using conservative components. This proposed458
methodology is valid if all reacting species have the same diffusion coefficients, and in the459
absence of sorption and mass transfer between mobile and immobile regions.460
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The reaction efficiency is measured by the evolution of the total product mass, which461
for Fickian mixing increases as t1/2. We observe a strong non-linear increase of the product462
mass at short and intermediate times due to the combined action of advective heterogeneity,463
which causes deformation of the interface, and transverse mixing. Only at late times, when464
heterogeneity-induced mixing has homogenized the support scale, the reaction behavior may465
be captured in terms of constant hydrodynamic dispersion coefficients. For the experimen-466
tal setup under consideration here, the effective longitudinal dispersion coefficient becomes467
asymptotic after about 10 centimeters. For more complex porous media, the corresponding468
time and space scales may be significantly larger.469
The full global reaction behavior is quantified by a dispersive lamella approach. This470
approach represents the mixing interface through the superposition of Green functions of471
the pore-scale advection-diffusion problem, this means, the concentration distribution evolv-472
ing from a point injection. The Green functions are approximated by Gaussian distributions,473
termed dispersive lamellae, whose widths are characterized by effective dispersion coeffi-474
cients. This terminology is motivated by stretched lamella approaches, which approximate475
the transport Green function using linear approximations of the flow velocity around the po-476
sition of an advectively moving material element. Unlike the stretched lamella approach, the477
dispersive lamella accounts for the impact of transverse diffusion on the vertical homogeniza-478
tion of the mixing interface in terms of the effective dispersion coefficient. This approach up-479
scales and predicts the reaction behavior based on pore-scale hydrodynamic fluctuations and480
diffusive mixing. It is predictive in the sense that it quantifies Darcy scale reaction behavior481
based only on effective dispersion coefficients, which quantify the dynamics of pore-scale482
heterogeneity-induced mixing. Thus, it provides a physics-based framework for the upscaling483
of mixing-limited reactions.484
In this work, effective dispersion is estimated directly from the experimental data.485
Thus, the evolution of κe11 is not predicted, but obtained from a conservative tracer test. While486
a large body of work exists in the literature for the derivation of constant hydrodynamic dis-487
persion coefficients [Brenner and Edwards, 1993], we have not found any works on pore-488
scale effective dispersion. In general, however, it could be assessed by upscaling techniques489
based volume or stochastic averaging, for example, analogous to similar studies on the Darcy490
scale, which also capture the flowrate dependence of hydrodynamic dispersion. In conclu-491
sion, the proposed upscaled model provides a systematic and practical way for the prediction492
of non-Fickian mixing and reaction kinetics in heterogenous porous media.493
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